Abstract-The soaring clocking frequency and integration density de-In this paper, we first model the power delivery network mand robust and stable power delivery to support tens of millions of tranas a lumped RC equivalent mesh circuit and attach a worst sistor switching. In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing the area of wires and decoupling capacitors (decaps) for a power delivery network, subject to the limit on integral of voltage drops. 
gradients of constraint function without Tellegen's theorem. This greatly ods [6] , [7] . Then, we use the PWL (piece wise linear) funcsimplifies the discuss of adjoint sensitivity analysis. Then, we apply the tions to approximate those profiles. After ents of measure function with respect to each wire width, and each decoupling capacitor. Finally, we incorporate the above With the ever-increasing clock frequency and the aggres-sensitivity calculation method with the state-of-the-art nonlinsively shrinking feature sizes of high speed electronic circuits, ear programming algorithm, SQP (sequential quadratic propower delivery is becoming a critical design issue. The im-gramming) with SNOPT [9] , to minimize the occupied area of proper design of power distribution system can degrade the power delivery network. circuit performance, and the reliability. Two basic problems
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the are the narrowing noise margins caused by voltage drops, and equivalent circuit model we use for the power delivery network the undesirable wear-out of metal wiring caused by electromi-will be introduced, and the adjoint sensitivity of voltage drop gration. Given a topology of power delivery network, several integral with model order reduction techniques will be derived techniques may be used for improving the quality of power in Section II. Then, the formulation of the tuning problem delivery system: varying widths of wire segments, and adding and optimization method will be presented in Section III. Fidecoupling capacitors. Wire-sizing has been shown to be an nally, the numerical experiments and conclusion will be given effective way to reduce the power dip/ground bounces as well in Section IV, and V. as improving the electromigration. However, it is too expensive to use wiring sources freely. Consequently, it is necessary II. POWER The power delivery structure is represented by an equivalent vtp circuit shown in Figure 1 . An independent time-variant PWL t waveform is attached at each node to represent the drawn current of cell, and each wire segment is modeled by a resistor Vdd with a ground capacitor. The RC parameters of each wire are 
Z]hi(t-T)(NVIH-Vi(T,p))dT, (7)
The integral of voltage drop below a specified noise margin was first introduced in [8] and was proved to be an efficient where hi (t) gi (T -t) for each i (for example, hi (t) is a noise metric for the performance of each node in the power unit plus within time interval [T -tsi, T -te,] with respect distribution network [11] . This integral according to Figure 2 to Figure 2 ). Equation (7) Therefore, we emphasize more on the average global effect Va&PkV (0 rather than only the effect of most critical node. The goal of where v is the solution of original MNA equations and Va is our optimization problem is to use the minimum amount of the solution of adjoint MNA equations in s-domain, area for wiring power distribution network while the sum of voltage drop integral of whole circuit is less than or equal to Av = b (11) zero.
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Finally, the sensitivity of c(p) with respect to an arbitrary III. OPTIMIZATION parameter Pk iS The problem of minimizing the area of power delivery net- 
In order to calculate &c(p)/0Pk, we need to know the waveforms of va (t) and v (t) which can be done by apply-where 1i and wi are the length and width of wire segment i, ing trapezoidal integration approximation of Equation (11)-w is the vector of wire widths, and c(w) represents the sum of (12) in the time domain and solving them easily only two forvoltage drop integral. ward/backward substitutions at each time step. [14] proposed
The optimization engine is based on the state-of-the-art nona Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient iterative method to effilinear programming technique SQP (sequential quadratic prociently solve MNA equations. However, due to the large size gramming) method with SNOPT [9], [19] , and our adjoint senof power delivery network and tremendous number of MNA sitivity analyzer. During the procedure of optimization, the ansolving needed during the procedure of optimization, it still alyzer continuously simulates the network, computes its senconsumes a lot of computational times.
sitivities by using the method presented in Section II-B, and provides those sensitivities to the SNOPT-based optimizer. putation is coupled with the IEKS-based order reduction apwith respect to these decoupling capacitors and wire segments.
proach so that it can handle the large-scale power delivery cirThen, the SNOPT-based optimizer is utilized to find the mincuit.
imum weighted sum of the area of wires and the area of all decoupling capacitors. Given a power delivery circuit with the system Equation (4),
IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
we apply IEKS method to compute the orthonormal basis X of its extended Krylov subspace. Then, we construct We implement the proposed sensitivity analysis method in its order-reduced model by projecting the original system C++ language, and apply the SNOPT as the kernel of our op- (G, C, B, v) The dimension of this new system (G, C, B, v^) is reduced be-each wire segment are p = 0.022Q, Q = 0.018fF/,um2, and cause the rank of X is much smaller than the original matrix a = 0.040fF/,um. The supply voltage is 1 volt, and NMH A. Therefore, the runtime much less than the original circuit.
is equal to 0.9 volt.
After that, we set up the system equations of reduced circuit Table I lists the runtime of one full integral sensitivity analyand utilize the fast simulation method in [14] to get the wavesis implemented by the JEKS method or an efficient MNA form of v^(t). The v^(t) is projected back to the original space solver [14] . The topology of each circuit is mesh, and reducto provide the approximate solution, v(t) Xv^(t). Details of tion order of JEKS method is 14 for all of them. It shows that the JEKS reduction procedure could be found in [18] . Finally, integral sensitivity computation based on model order reducwe use v(t) to construct the excitation, g. (t), at each node i of tion technique is about 3 times faster than based on the MNA the original system. solver [14] . The tendency that the speed up increases with We, then repeat the above procedure to compute the solularger circuit size is shown. tion, Va (t), of adjoint circuit, and plug v(t) and Va (t) back to
The error distribution of integral sensitivity analysis based Equation (13) to get the sensitivity of c(p) with respect to each on the JEKS method is illustrated in Figure 3 . The mesh size tunable parameterpk.
is 81 x81 (12960 wire segments), and the order of reduction is 14. It demonstrates that our method is quite accurate. The power delivery network. Although the experimental results do amplitude of maximum error is less than 5%, and the errors for not include the decoupling capacitors, they can be easily added 96% wires are within ±1%.
into our optimization engine. 
